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FEEL THE
DIFF-ERENCE…
With the limited-edition Focus RS models and
new Fiesta ST being offered with a Quaife ATB
there’s been a lot of fuss surrounding the pros and
cons of mechanical diffs recently. We spoke to
head of Quaife Engineering, Michael Quaife, and
Ford Performance’s Jamal Hameedi and Leo
Roeks to find out why…
Words DAN TRENT / Photos VARIOUS

T

he return of a factory fit
limited-slip differential
between the driven wheels of
the next-gen Fiesta ST is good
news, not just for fast Ford fans but for
lovers of hot hatches and performance cars
in general.
In recent years electronic simulations of
everything from steering feel to exhaust
noise have become ever more intrusive.
The new ST is no different and will offer
three driving modes, each with its own
configuration of the steering’s electrical
power assistance, ‘Electronic Sound
Enhancement’, active exhaust noise control
and stability control. Electronics are playing
a bigger part in how cars actually drive too,
be that with active steering interventions,
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brake-nibbling torque vectoring or ESPcontrolled simulations of jobs previously
done by mechanical equivalents.
Which is all very well. But sometimes you
want vinyl rather than MP3. And it looks
like mechanical limited-slip diffs are one
example of supposedly ‘old’ technology
making a bit of a comeback in mainstream
hot hatches like the new Fiesta ST.
Leading the charge is long-time Ford
collaborator Quaife, whose trademark ATB
differential was a defining feature on the
first two generations of Focus RS. More
recently it’s added increased capability to
the outgoing RS, both as an aftermarket
accessory and then as a factory-fit extra on
run-out models like the RS Edition and Red
Edition. Kent-based and still family-run,

Michael Quaife
has long history
with making
Fords faster

WHAT IS A DIFF?

The new Mk8 Fiesta ST will
be offered with a Quaife
ATB as a factory-fit option

Starting with the absolute basics you’ll
appreciate that when a car goes round a corner
its inside and outside wheels need to turn at
different speeds. A differential does what it
says on the tin and permits power to be put
to the wheels while accounting for this. As
engines get more powerful or grip reduces –
or both – the torque from the engine follows
the path of least resistance, typically to the
unloaded wheel or one with least grip, which
then spins up uselessly.
There are various mechanical ways of
stopping this happening, ranging from the
fluid-filled viscous couplings used by earlier
fast Fords like the Escort RS Turbo to the
‘torque-biasing’ differentials like those
made by Quaife under its ATB brand. Torsen,
Blackline, and Wavetrac are other branded
variations on the theme, the advantage of the
helical gear design of such diffs being they
never actually lock and have less negative
influence on turn-in behaviour. Nor do they
wear out like viscous or plated diffs, making
them ideal for OEM use.
While they do a brilliant job they’re expensive

components, a Quaife ATB for a Mk3 Focus RS
retails at over £700 from mountune, plus there’s
fitting costs to consider too. At a manufacturer
level it’s little wonder they often fall victim to
bean counters trying to hit the all-important
price point, forcing the engineers to find more
affordable options.
Typically, this means adapting stability
control systems to sense when an unloaded
wheel is about to spin and nipping the brake
to divert the torque through the standard
open diff. Often branded as ‘torque vectoring’
or referred to as ‘e-diffs’ it’s a cost-effective
alternative used by Ford on the outgoing
Fiesta ST and most of its mainstream rivals.
However, as these systems simply ‘brake’ the
excess energy rather than make full use of it
by transmitting it to the road, they are not as
efficient as an ATB-type diff. Neither do they
reward the driver with the same levels of grip
and performance. So, if you’re the kind of driver
that heel-and-toes roundabouts, clips apexes
on the daily commute, or uses your fast Ford on
track and places performance above all else,
you’re the kind of driver that wants an ATB…

ATB’s don’t
require servicing
like other types of
limited-slip diff,
so are ideal for
OEM use

Unlike electronic
systems that brake
a spinning wheel, a
mechanical limitedslip diff ensures none
of the power is lost
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RS ABOUT FACE

We asked Ford Performance’s chief engineer,
Jamal Hameedi, about the change of heart
with the Quaife ATB front diff on the Mk3
Focus RS…
Why didn’t the Focus RS have the Quaife ATB
differential from the start?
“While previously on front-wheel drive cars
traction was a problem, we didn’t have the
same issues (with the Mk3 RS) because
of the rear-drive unit. But once we started
developing the car and tuning the RDU we did
find some areas where we could get more
traction out of the front of the vehicle, so we
put it in a couple of our development cars and
saw quite a bit of improvement.”
What are the advantages and disadvantages?
“In all the other AWD systems we evaluated
it was a trade-off between steering precision
and the ability to accelerate out of a corner.
With our RDU we can help the car turn in from
the rear of the vehicle but if it’s a low-grip
surface where one of the front wheels is
losing traction you get understeer. So that’s
where the limited-slip differential helps. And
with the Quaife it’s not scrubbing torque, it’s
distributing torque.”
How does fitting the front differential change
the behaviour of the AWD system?
“It will be doing less first because you have
more traction at the front, so that alone will
reduce the requirement for the RDU to kick
in from a traction stand point or to influence
yaw control. I do feel like the diff does take a
little bit of steering precision away but, like
all things, it’s kind of a trade-off and what
you gain in an ability to put down power on
low-grip surfaces makes up for a slight loss
in feel.”

Jamal Hameedi was Ford Performance
Chief engineer until his recent move to
Jaguar Land Rover in April 2018

The RS Edition
limited-edition
models all have
Quaife ATBs fitted
as standard

Is the RS less ‘fun’ with the Quaife fitted?
“If I’m daily driving my RS it’s I probably would
go with an open diff. But if I’m hardcore
tracking the car and looking for every last
bit of traction, clipping kerbs on apexes
and getting some grip variations it’s a big
improvement, certainly on a damp track.”

The ATB
works in
harmony with
the RS’s Rear
Drive Unit
Wet weather performance
is greatly improved with
the ATB fitted
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Quaife’s expertise in making fast Fords
go even faster harks back its founder Rod
Quaife and the gearboxes, four-wheel
drive systems and differentials developed
for son and current boss Michael to use in
the British Rallycross Championship. From
RS200s to Gordon Spooner Engineering
Escorts, rallycross provided the perfect
testbed for new technologies, this also
taken to the track in a Quaife-liveried Escort
Thundersaloon and then developed into
applications suitable for road cars.
Through all three generations of RS
and now with the new Fiesta ST, Quaife’s
relationship with Ford has got ever closer.
Conversations with Michael Quaife and
senior Ford Performance guys like chief
engineer Jamal Hameedi and European
director Leo Roeks demonstrate just how
Ford’s products benefit from Quaife’s
expertise, to the extent it’s invested in a
dedicated differential as an option for the
new Fiesta ST. Given the previous one
worked pretty well with its brake-activated

The Mk2 Focus RS used
a Quaife ATB coupled to
a clever RevoKnuckle
suspension design

The new Fiesta ST has
been designed to work
with an ATB front diff

Torque Vectoring Control why go to the
effort though?
Part of the answer can be found in the
difference a Quaife ATB makes to the
performance of the Focus RS. And to
appreciate that you really need to be able
to drive cars with and without the front
limited-slip differential back to back and on
a slippery surface. Exactly like we did last
year on the wet handling track at Michelin’s
Ladoux proving ground.
For all the all-wheel drive, Drift Mode
theatrics you need to remember a Focus
RS handles fundamentally like a classic
front-wheel drive hot hatch. The Rear Drive
Unit that gives the Focus its unique skillset is
developed by drivetrain specialists GKN and
the man who helped Ford calibrate it, Ray
Kuczera, remains sceptical about limitedslip diffs on the front driven axle. Like
many he cites the impact on steering feel
as a negative, the ‘torque steer’ attributed
to the original Focus RS by misinformed
roadtesters being one famous example. In

truth that was less down to the differential
than other variables like tyres and
suspension geometry, the latter inspiring
the offset RevoKnuckle strut designed for
the Mk2 RS.
Meanwhile with an open front diff and
on a slippery surface the Mk3 Focus RS
behaves much like any other front-driven
car and spins up its inside front wheel,
leading to power understeer. Its trick is
engaging and overspeeding the rear wheels,
which can then rotate the car into the turn
by varying the side-to-side torque split
through the RDU. But to get there you need
a degree of front wheel slip to have occurred
first, at which point the intervention of the
rear axle can feel dramatic. To the driver
this feels quite lairy or, to put it another way,
exciting. Especially in Drift Mode, which
exaggerates the effect even more.
Driven back to back with the Quaifeequipped car the difference is noticeable.
Because of its design the limited-slip
differential is distributing torque from the

“...Because it’s purely
mechanical our
differential is working
before the electronics
need to intervene...”
input side, not reacting to slip from the
wheels. And because it never actually locks
it does it smoothly, the only real thing you
notice from the driving seat being you can
get on the power earlier. With the front end
doing more of the work the intervention of
the RDU is less dramatic; the car faster and
smoother at the limit but perhaps slightly
less exciting at everyday speeds, mainly
because there’s more grip and less slip.
The new Fiesta ST doesn’t have the option
of sending power to the rear wheels. But
the Quaife will do a similar job of proactively
pulling the car into the turn in a way
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The Mk1 Focus RS was the
first fast Ford to come with
a factory-fit ATB

Many owners say the Mk3
RS driving experience is
dramatically improved with
the ATB fitted

brake-activated ‘e-diffs’ or ‘torque vectoring’
never can. Indeed, Michael Quaife actually
reckons you need to adapt your driving
style to fit. “Say you’re in a roundabout, the
average driver doesn’t realise you’re actually
understeering most of the time,” he says.
“In a car with one of our diffs when you put
your foot down it actually pulls the car in
and because people are so conditioned to
understeer it feels very different.”
He’s bullish about the advantages a
mechanical diff can bring and clearly
chuffed Ford has chosen to invest. “A few
years back we were worried there wasn’t
going to be another Ford with a diff,” he
admits. “But from my point of view it’s about
efficiency. The torque delivery of modern
engines is so different from how it was and
if you’re using the brakes to stop the wheels
spinning the reality is you’re not getting
the performance because it’s being braked
away or electronically limited. For the keen
driver it means the driving experience is
somewhat underwhelming. Because it’s
purely mechanical our differential is working
before the electronics need to intervene.”
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What about fears of Mk1 Focus RS style
steering corruption? “It’s not a heavy car and
it’s not got huge tyres and if the diff is too
aggressive you get both wheels spinning,”
he admits. “What we’re doing is balancing it
and tuning it, so you get the traction without
relying on the electronics.” And involvement
in the development stage means Quaife
has been able to fully integrate the ATB
with the rest of the systems, including the
ESP, ABS and Torque Vectoring Control.
This addresses one weakness of the Quaife
design, such as when one wheel is airborne
over kerbs on a track or on a very low-grip
surface like black ice.
“Performance car drivers will be familiar
with the dreaded ‘one-wheel peel’, where a
fast corner exit is hampered by an overload
of torque to the inside wheel,” explains Ford
Performance’s European director Leo Roeks.
“We’ve fine-tuned the all-new Fiesta ST’s
mechanical LSD option to work seamlessly
with enhanced Torque Vectoring Control
to deliver the best possible natural traction
without ‘burning away’ excess torque with
brake interventions.”

Roeks is clearly proud to have successfully
argued the case too. “I wanted to put a new
statement onto the market. The outgoing
ST was a really good car and people love it
to death. But I wanted the new one to be
even better. And with the differential that is
possible. But you need to work very hard to
get a good one. When you go from neutral
steering and into a bend you have to get the
friction out, you don’t want the intervention
from the differential or the brake. And that’s
what we’ve done with Quaife.”
While the Fiesta ST will be sold with
the diff as an option it’s clearly one you’ll
want to tick to get the most out of the car.
While the engineering behind it all sounds
complicated the easiest way to understand
it is to get in the car and hard on the gas. All
the explanation you need will then unfold in
front of you!

NEXT MONTH
FITTING AN ATB

We show you what’s involved with fitting a
Quaife ATB upgrade…

